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We reserve the right to make changes after that time without further notice. If you do this, it will
help you learn about the features and controls for your vehicle. In the notice area, we tell you
about something that can damage your vehicle. Many times, this damage would not be covered
by your warranty, and it could be costly. Page 6 These are some examples of vehicle symbols
you may find on your vehicle You can also learn about some things you should not do with air
bags and safety belts. Turn the knob counterclockwise to increase lumbar support and
clockwise to decrease lumbar support. Power Seats If Equipped If your vehicle has this feature,
there will be a control on the outboard side of the front seat s. Page 11 Horizontal Control: Raise
or lower the front of the seat by raising or lowering the forward edge of the control. Raise or
lower the rear of the seat by raising or lowering the rear edge of the control. Move the seat
forward or rearward by moving the whole control toward the front or the rear of the vehicle. Use
this memory function to save your seat cushion and seatback settings by using the following
procedure: 1. Page Reclining Seatbacks Heated Front Seats If Equipped If your vehicle has this
feature, the controls are located on the outboard side of the front seats. Page Head Restraints
Head Restraints Head restraints are fixed on some models and adjustable on others. Slide an
adjustable head restraint up or down so that the top of the restraint is closest to the top of your
head. This position reduces the chance of a neck injury in a crash. Page 16 To return the
seatback to the upright position, push the seatback all the way back until the latch catches. If
the seatback was reclined before being folded forward, it will return to the reclined position. To
fold the jump seat down, pull down on the pull tab on the bottom of the seat until the seat is in
place, then move the seatback to a vertical position. It also tells you some things you should
not do with safety belts. And it explains the air bag system. In most states and Canadian
provinces, the law says to wear safety belts. Page 20 Put someone on it. Get it up to speed.
Then stop the vehicle. Page 21 The person keeps going until stopped by something. In a real
vehicle, it could be the windshield With safety belts, you slow down as the vehicle does. You get
more time to stop. You stop over more distance, and your strongest bones take the forces. Page
24 3. Pick up the latch plate and pull the belt across you. The shoulder belt may lock if you pull
the belt across you very quickly. If this happens, let the belt go back slightly to unlock it. Then
pull the belt across you more slowly. Page 25 The lap part of the belt should be worn low and
snug on the hips, just touching the thighs. In a crash, this applies force to the strong pelvic
bones. If you slid under it, the belt would apply force at your abdomen. The shoulder belt is too
loose. In a crash, you would move forward too much, which could increase injury. The shoulder
belt should fit against your body. The belt is buckled in the wrong place. In a crash, the belt
would go up over your abdomen. The belt forces would be there, not at the pelvic bones. The
shoulder belt is worn under the arm. It should be worn over the shoulder at all times. In a crash,
your body would move too far forward, which would increase the chance of head and neck
injury. The belt is twisted across the body. If a belt is twisted, make it straight so it can work
properly, or ask your dealer to fix it. The belt should go back out of the way. Before you close
the door, be sure the belt is out of the way. If you slam the door on it, you can damage both the
belt and your vehicle. For pregnant women, as for anyone, the key to making safety belts
effective is wearing them properly. Safety belts help keep you in position before and during a
crash. Page 33 There is an air bag readiness light on the instrument panel, which shows the air
bag symbol. The system checks the air bag electrical system for malfunctions. The light tells
you if there is an electrical problem. CAUTION: If something is between an occupant and an air
bag, the bag might not inflate properly or it might force the object into that person causing
severe injury or even death. Page 35 When should an air bag inflate? An air bag is designed to
inflate in a moderate to severe frontal or near frontal crash. Page 36 What will you see after an
air bag inflates? After an air bag inflates, it quickly deflates, so quickly that some people may
not even realize the air bag inflated. Page 37 Your vehicle is equipped with a diagnostic module,
which records information about the air bag system. Let only qualified technicians work on your
air bag system. Page 38 Infant. There are parts of the air bag system in several places around
your vehicle. Page 42 When you sit in a center seating position, you have a lap safety belt,
which has no retractor. To make the belt longer, tilt the latch plate and pull it along the belt. To
make the belt shorter, pull its free end as shown until the belt is snug. Accident statistics show
that unbelted people in the rear seat are hurt more often in crashes than those who are wearing
safety belts. Page Rear Seat Passengers To make it shorter, pull the belt as shown until it is
snug. Make sure the release button on the buckle is positioned so you would be able to
unbuckle the safety belt quickly if you ever had to. The shoulder belt may lock if shoulder you
pull the belt across you very quickly. Page 46 The lap part of the belt should be worn low and
snug on 3. To make the lap part tight, pull down on the buckle the hips, just touching the thighs.
In a crash, this applies end of the belt as you pull up on the shoulder part. To unlatch the belt,

just push the button on the buckle. This includes During a crash a baby will become so heavy it
is not possible to hold it. Air bags plus lap shoulder belts offer outstanding protection for adults
and older children, but not for young children and infants. In a crash, an infant in a rear facing
seat settles into the restraint, so the crash forces can be distributed across the Page Restraint
Systems For Children Restraint Systems for Children An infant car bed A , a special bed made
for use in a motor vehicle, is an infant restraint system designed to restrain or position a child
on a continuous flat surface. Some like shields. Page 53 How do child restraints work? A child
restraint system is any device designed for use in a motor vehicle to restrain, seat, or position
children. A built in child restraint system is a permanent part of the motor vehicle. This is
because the back of the rear facing child restraint would be very close to the inflating air bag.
Always secure a rear facing child restraint in a rear seat. Page 56 In Canada, the law requires
that forward restraints have a top strap, and that the strap be anchored. In the United States,
some child restraints also have a top strap. If your child restraint has a top strap, it should be
anchored. Anchor the top strap to one of the following anchor points. Page 57 Anchor points for
the top strap in a regular or extended cab are located behind the front seat. See the earlier part
about the top strap if the child restraint has one. Be sure to follow the instructions that came
with the child restraint. Page 59 4. Pull the rest of the shoulder belt all the way out of the
retractor to set the lock. To tighten the belt, feed the shoulder belt back into the retractor while
you push down on the child restraint. The safety belt will move freely again and be ready to
work for an adult or larger child passenger. Secure the child in the child restraint when and as
the instructions say. Page 64 5. If you have the choice, a child should sit next to a window so
the child can wear a lap get the additional restraint a shoulder belt can provide. What is the
proper way to wear safety belts? If possible, an older child should wear a shoulder belt and get
the additional restraint a Here two children are wearing the same belt. In a crash, the two
children can be crushed together and seriously injured. A belt must be used by only one person
at a time. Here a child is sitting in a seat that has a shoulder belt, but the shoulder part is behind
the child. If the child wears the belt in this way, in a crash the child might slide under the belt.
When you go in to order it, take the heaviest coat you will wear, so the extender will be long
enough for you. After a very minor collision, nothing may be necessary. But if the belts were
stretched, as they would be if worn during a more severe crash, then you need new parts. Page
71 Section 2 Features and Controls Here you can learn about the many standard and optional
features on your vehicle, and information on starting, shifting and braking. Also explained are
the instrument panel and the warning systems that tell you if everything is working properly and
what to do if you have a problem. A child can be overcome by the extreme heat and can suffer
permanent injuries or even death from heat stroke. Never leave a child alone in a vehicle,
especially with the windows closed in warm or hot weather. Page Manual Windows Manual
Windows Turn the hand crank on each door to raise or lower your manual side door windows.
Power Windows If Equipped If you have power windows, the controls are located on each of the
side doors. Page 74 Swing-Out Windows Extended Cab To open a rear swing window, pull the
latch toward the front of the vehicle and then push the latch out and rearward. When you close
the window, be sure the latch engages. Sliding Rear Window If Equipped Squeeze the latch in
the center of the window and slide the glass to open it. A child or others could be badly injured
or even killed. They could operate the power windows or other controls or even make the
vehicle move. Page 76 This vehicle has one double ignition and door locks. It will fit with either
side up. When a new vehicle is delivered, the dealer provides the owner with a pair of identical
keys and a key code number. The key code number tells your dealer or a qualified locksmith
how to make extra keys. Passengers especially children easily open the doors and fall out of a
moving vehicle. Remove the ignition key and press LOCK to lock all the doors at once. To
unlock the doors, press the raised area next to the key symbol. Page 79 If your vehicle has an
automatic transmission it will be programmed to have all the doors lock automatically when the
shift lever is moved out of PARK P. The security lock lever is located on the inside edge of each
rear door. To use the security locks, do the following: 1. Page Remote Keyless Entry System
Remote Keyless Entry System If Equipped If your vehicle has this feature, you can lock and
unlock your doors from about 3 feet 1 m up to 30 feet 9 m away using the remote keyless entry
transmitter supplied with your vehicle. If you press UNLOCK again within three seconds, the
remaining doors will unlock, the parking lamps will flash and the interior lights will go on. Page
Battery Replacement Battery Replacement Under normal use, the battery in your remote keyless
entry transmitter should last about two years. Page 84 Third Door Extended Cab If Equipped
Your vehicle may be equipped with a side access panel for convenience in loading and
unloading cargo. Then, use the handle located on the front edge of the door panel to open it.
Page 85 3. With the tailgate halfway down, pull the tailgate toward you at the left side and then
move the tailgate to the left to release the right side. Reverse the procedure to reinstall the

tailgate. Make sure it is secure. Theft Vehicle theft is big business, especially in some cities.
Page 86 Parking at Night Park in a lighted spot, close all windows and lock your vehicle.
Remember to keep your valuables out of sight. Put them in a storage area, or take them with
you. Page Testing The Alarm If a door is opened without the key or the remote keyless entry
transmitter, the alarm will go off. Page 88 Passlock Your vehicle is equipped with the Passlock
theft deterrent system. Passlock is a passive theft deterrent system. Passlock enables fuel if the
ignition lock cylinder is turned with a valid key. If a correct key is not used or the ignition lock
cylinder is tampered with, fuel is disabled. Page Ignition Positions Ignition Positions With the
key in the ignition, you can turn it to five different positions. Push in the key and turn it toward
you. This could cause a collision. If you need to turn the engine off while the vehicle is moving,
turn the key only to OFF. Page 91 Key Release Button The key cannot be removed from the
ignition of manual transmission vehicles unless the key release button is used. To remove the
key on manual transmission vehicles, turn the key to OFF. Then turn the key to LOCK while
pressing the key release button down at the same time. Page 93 3. Try pushing your accelerator
pedal all the way to the floor and holding it there as you hold the key in START for about three
seconds. With your foot off the accelerator pedal, turn the ignition key to START and hold it
there up to 15 seconds. When the engine starts, let go of the key. Page Automatic Transmission
Operation Automatic Transmission Operation Your automatic transmission has a shift lever on
the steering column. There are several different positions for your shift lever. It features an
electronic shift position indicator within the instrument cluster. Your vehicle has an automatic
transmission shift lock control system. Then, slowly let up on the clutch pedal as you slowly
press down on the accelerator pedal. You could injure yourself or others. If your vehicle has
four wheel drive and is equipped with a manual transmission, disregard the SHIFT light when
the transfer case is in 4LO. Page Electronic Transfer Case If Equipped The electronic transfer
case buttons are located to the right of the steering wheel. Use these buttons to shift into and
out of four drive. You can choose among three driving settings: 2HI: This setting is for driving in
most street and highway situations. To set the parking brake, hold the regular brake pedal down
with your right foot. Push down the parking brake pedal with your left foot. If the ignition is on,
the brake system warning light will come on. Your vehicle can roll. If you have left the engine
running, the vehicle can move suddenly. Page Move the lever up as far as it will go. Turn the
ignition key to LOCK. Remove the key and take it with you. But if you ever have to, here are
some things to know. Page Locking Rear Axle If Equipped If your vehicle has this feature, your
locking rear axle can give you additional traction on snow, mud, ice, sand or gravel. It works like
a standard axle most of the time, but when one of the rear wheels has no traction and the other
does, this feature will allow the wheel with traction to move the vehicle. To turn off the chime,
move the turn signal lever to the off position. Page Windshield Wipers Windshield Wipers Turn
the band with the wiper symbol on it to operate the windshield wipers. Hold it until the
windshield wipers start. Then let it go. The windshield wipers will stop after one wipe. If you
want more wipes, hold the band on MIST longer. Page Windshield Washer Windshield Washer
There is a paddle marked with the windshield washer symbol on the top of the multifunction
lever. To spray washer fluid on the windshield, push the paddle. The wipers will clear the
window and then either stop or return to your preset speed. Cruise control can be dangerous on
slippery roads. On such roads, fast changes in tire traction can cause needless wheel spinning,
and you could lose control. Page Resuming a Set Speed Suppose you set your cruise control at
a desired speed and then you apply the brake. This, of course, shuts off cruise control. Page
Exterior Lamps Using Cruise Control on Hills How well your cruise control will work on hills
depends upon your speed, load and the steepness of the hills. When going up steep hills, you
may want to step on the accelerator pedal to maintain your speed. When going downhill, you
may have to brake or shift to a lower gear to keep your speed down. Page Automatic Headlamp
System Headlamps : Turning the exterior lamps control to this position turns on the headlamps,
together with the previously listed lamps and lights. Off : Turn the exterior lamps control all the
way counterclockwise to turn off the lamps and put the system in automatic headlamp mode.
Automatic Headlamp System When it is dark enough outside, your automatic headlamp system
will turn on your headlamps at the DRL can be helpful in many different driving conditions, but
they can be especially helpful in the short periods after dawn and before sunset. Your parking
lamps or low must be on for your fog lamps to work. The fog lamp button is on the instrument
panel near the exterior lamps control. Page Exit Lighting Exit Lighting With exit lighting, the
interior lamps will come on when you remove the key from the ignition to help you see while
exiting the vehicle. Page Battery Rundown Protection Battery Rundown Protection This feature
shuts off the dome, courtesy, vanity, reading, glove box, cargo and underhood lamps if they are
left on for more than 20 minutes when the ignition is off. This will keep your battery from
running down. If the battery rundown protection shuts off the interior lamps, it may be

necessary to do one of the following to return it to normal operation Page At night, when the
glare is too high, the mirror will gradually darken to reduce glare this change may take a few
seconds. The mirror will return to its clear daytime state when the glare is reduced. Move the
selector switch to the left or right to choose the mirror, then use the arrows located on the four
control pad to adjust the mirror. The heated mirror button is located to the lower right of the
mode knob on the climate control system. The button has an indicator light to indicate if the
heated mirror feature is on or off. Page Press the button near each lamp to turn the reading
lamps on and off. The lamps can also be swiveled to point in the desired direction. Page Center
the garage door opener activation button over the console door button and press the opener
firmly into place. The pegs inside the compartment door are used to make sure the button on
the compartment door will contact the control button on the garage door opener. Page
Temperature and Compass Display The outside air temperature and the compass are displayed
at the front of the overhead console. The control buttons are located to the left of the display.
Page Variance is the difference between magnetic north and geographic north. In some areas,
the difference between the two can be great enough to cause false compass readings. If this
happens, follow these instructions to set the variance for your particular location: 1. Door
Storage You will find a storage compartment on each door. Crew Cab models have storage
pockets and cupholders on rear doors. Page Ashtray And Cigarette Lighter If your vehicle has
the center armrest compartment, lift the cover to expose the storage area which includes slots
for cassettes or compact discs and a coinholder. Ashtray and Cigarette Lighter Pull the front
ashtray door down to open it. Page Accessory Power Outlets To use the lighter, press it in all
the way, and let go. Page Certain electrical accessories may not be compatible with the
accessory power outlet and could result in blown vehicle or adapter fuses. If you experience a
problem, see your dealer for additional information on accessory power outlets NOTICE: Adding
some electrical equipment to your vehicle can damage it or keep other things from working as
they should. Air Vents B. Instrument Panel Cluster C. Lamp Controls E. Brake Release G. Page
Instrument Panel Cluster Instrument Panel Cluster Your instrument panel cluster is designed to
let you know at a glance how your vehicle is running. Base level cluster United States, Canada
similar Page Uplevel cluster United States, Canada similar Your odometer shows how far your
vehicle has been driven, in either miles used in the United States or kilometers used in Canada.
The pictures will help you locate them. Warning lights and gages can signal that something is
wrong before it becomes serious enough to cause an expensive repair or replacement. The
system check includes the air bag sensors, the air bag modules, the wiring, the passenger air
bag suppression circuit and the crash sensing and diagnostic module. This light will go off
when you turn the air bag back on again. Page CAUTION: If the air bag readiness light ever
comes on when you have turned off the air bag, it means that something may be wrong with the
air bag system. When the engine is running, the gage shows the condition of the charging
system. Readings between the low and high warning zones indicate the normal operating range.
If it stays on after your parking brake is fully released, it means you have a brake problem. Page
Anti-Lock Brake System Warning Light With the anti system, this light will come on when you
start your engine and may stay on for several seconds. Page This light should come on, as a
check to show you it is working, when the ignition is on and the engine is not running. This light
will also come on during a malfunction in one of two ways: Light Flashing A misfire condition
has been Page If the Light Is On Steady You may be able to correct the emission system
malfunction by considering the following: Did you recently put fuel into your vehicle? If so,
reinstall the fuel cap, making sure to fully install the cap. The diagnostic system can determine
if the fuel cap has been left off or improperly installed. Failure to pass this inspection could
prevent you from getting a vehicle registration. If you do, your engine can become so hot that it
catches fire. You or others could be burned. Check your oil as soon as possible and have your
vehicle serviced. Page Service Four-Wheel-Drive Warning Light This light should come on
briefly when you turn on the ignition, as a check to show you it is working. None of these show
a problem with your fuel gage: At the gas station, the gas pump shuts off before the gage reads
full. Page Low Fuel Light This light comes on briefly when you start your engine. This light
comes on when the fuel tank is low on fuel. To turn it off, add fuel to the fuel tank. Be sure to
read about the particular systems supplied with your vehicle. Standard Climate Control System
Fan Control The knob on the left side of the climate control system panel is used to adjust the
fan speed. To increase airflow, turn the knob clockwise. Page Mode Knob The right knob on the
control panel allows you to choose the direction of air delivery. OFF: This setting turns the
system off. Some outside air will still enter the vehicle whenever the vehicle is moving forward.
If the air entering your vehicle is warmer than desired, turn the temperature knob fully
counterclockwise and turn the mode knob to vent mode. Page Temperature Knob The middle
knob on the control panel lets you select the relative temperature of the air flowing into the

passenger area of your vehicle. Turn the knob clockwise toward the red area for warmer air.
Turn the knob counterclockwise toward the blue area for cooler air. Page Air Conditioning If
Equipped On hot days, open the windows long enough to let hot inside air escape. This reduces
the time it takes for your vehicle to cool down. Then keep your windows closed for the air
conditioner to work its best. Page Ventilation System Defogging and Defrosting On cool, humid
days, use blend to keep the windshield and side windows clear. Use defrost to remove fog or
ice from the windshield quickly in extreme humid or cold conditions. Turn the temperature knob
clockwise and turn the fan control toward high. Page Audio Systems Ventilation Tips Keep the
hood and front air inlet free of ice, snow or any other obstruction such as leaves. The heater
and defroster will work far better, reducing the chance of fogging the inside of your windows.
When you enter a vehicle in cold weather, turn the fan control to high for a few moments before
driving off. Press and hold the hour button until the correct hour appears. The display shows
your selection. TUNE: Turn this knob to tune in radio stations. SEEK : Press the right or left
arrow to seek to the next or previous station and stay there. If a station is weak or noisy, you
may want to decrease the treble. The radio will seek to stations with a strong signal only. Then
press and hold the up arrow to increase treble. T and a positive number will appear on the
display. Press and hold the down arrow to decrease treble. L and a zero or F and a zero will
appear on the display. To adjust both tone controls and both speaker controls to the middle
position, end out of audio mode by pressing the AUDIO button until the display goes blank. To
scan preset stations, press both SEEK buttons. Page CD Adapter Kits It is possible to use a
portable CD player adapter kit with your cassette tape player after activating the bypass feature
on your tape player. To activate the bypass feature, use the following steps: 1. Clock display is
available with the ignition turned off. Page Setting Preset Stations The six numbered
pushbuttons let you return to your favorite stations. Turn the radio on. Turn the knob clockwise
to adjust sound to the right speakers and counterclockwise to adjust sound to the left speakers.
The middle position balances the sound between the speakers. FADE: Press this knob lightly so
it extends. Press this pushbutton again to stop reversing the tape. The radio will play the last
selected station while reversing the tape. The tape direction arrow will blink while in reverse
mode. Set the volume at the desired level. Turn the control ring behind the upper knob
clockwise to adjust the SCV. Each notch on the control ring allows for more volume
compensation at faster vehicle speeds. Press it again within five seconds to see how long the
CD has been playing that track. Elapsed time is displayed in minutes and seconds. The track
number will also appear when a new track begins to play. Press this button again to return to
the time display. VOL Volume : Turn the knob clockwise to increase volume. TUNE: Turn this
knob to choose radio stations. Turn the knob clockwise or counterclockwise to increase or
decrease. The display will show the bass or treble level. RDS is a system that receives data
along with the audio of the FM station you are currently tuned to. You can use RDS to display
program information and to control your radio. These text messages are from the RDS
broadcaster to the listening public and may be general information such as artist and song title,
call in phone numbers, etc. Page Playing a Compact Disc Insert a disc partway into the slot,
label side up. The player will pull it in and the disc should begin playing. The display will show
the CD symbol. ET and the elapsed time will appear on the display. To change what is normally
shown on the display track or elapsed time , press the knob until you see the display you want,
then hold the knob for two seconds. VOL Volume : Turn this knob clockwise to increase
volume. The display will show your selection. Page Playing a Cassette Tape Your tape player is
built to work best with tapes that are up to 30 to 45 minutes long on each side. Tapes longer
than that are so thin they may not work well in this player. Press it again to return to playing
speed. The radio will play the last selected station while the tape reverses. The station
frequency and REV will appear on the display. Remove the tape. Hold the tape with the open
end down and try to turn the right hub counterclockwise with a pencil. Press and hold this
pushbutton for less than two seconds to reverse at six times the normal playing speed. Press
and hold it for more than two seconds to reverse at 17 times the normal playing speed. When
the road becomes smooth the disc should play. When the temperature returns to normal, the
disc should play. With this feature, your audio system adjusts automatically to make up for road
and wind noise as you drive. Turn the knob to adjust the sound to the left or right speakers. PTY
and the light next to the button will turn on. The last selected PTY will appear on the display for
five seconds. You will not be able to turn off alert announcements. When an alert announcement
comes on the current radio station, you will hear it, even if the volume is muted or a compact
disc is playing. This compact disc player will hold up to six discs. To insert one disc, do the
following: 1. Then press the numbered pushbutton that corresponds to the CD you want to play.
A small bar will appear under the CD number that is playing, and the track number will appear.
You will hear sound at a reduced volume. Release it to play the passage. The display will show

elapsed time. Page SEEK : To seek, press the left arrow while playing a CD to go to the start of
the current track, if more than ten seconds have passed. Press the right arrow to go to the next
track. If you press the button more than once, the player will continue moving backward or
forward through the disc. Page 3. The track will begin to play. Page To delete the entire song
list, perform the following steps: 1. Turn the disc player on. LIST will appear on the display.
Your tape player is built to work best with tapes that are up to 30 to 45 minutes long on each
side. The tape direction arrow will blink during SEEK operation and the sound is muted in this
mode. REV 4 Reverse : Press this pushbutton to rapidly reverse the tape. It works by using a
secret code to disable all radio functions whenever battery power is removed. Turn the ignition
on. LOC will appear on the display. Press MN and will appear on the display. Your hearing can
adapt to higher volumes of sound. Sound that seems normal can be loud and harmful to your
hearing. Take precautions by adjusting the volume control on your radio to a safe sound level
before your hearing adapts to it. Cassette tapes should be stored in their cases away from
contaminants, direct sunlight and extreme heat. The tape symbol on the display will flash for
two seconds. Insert the scrubbing action cleaning cassette. When the cleaning cassette has
been ejected, the broken tape detection feature is active again. Page Fixed Mast Antenna When
cleaning the cassette tape player with the recommended non abrasive cleaning cassette, it is
possible that the cassette may eject, because the cut tape detection feature on your radio may
recognize it as a broken tape. Use the following procedure to clean your remote cassette tape
player: 1. Please start with a very important safety device in your vehicle: Buckle up. Page
Drunken Driving Drunken Driving Death and injury associated with drinking and driving is a
national tragedy. Alcohol affects four things that anyone needs to drive a vehicle: Judgment
Muscular Coordination Vision A person who consumes food just before or during drinking will
have a somewhat lower BAC level. Page The body takes about an hour to rid itself of the alcohol
in one drink. No amount of coffee or number of cold showers will speed that up. A person with
even a moderate BAC might not be able to react quickly enough to avoid the collision. They are
the brakes, the steering and the accelerator. All three systems have to do their work at the
places where the tires meet the road. Some people drive in spurts heavy acceleration followed
by heavy braking rather than keeping pace with traffic. This is a mistake. Your brakes may not
have time to cool between hard stops. Your brakes will wear out much faster if you do a lot of
heavy braking. Suddenly, an animal jumps out in front of you. You slam on the brakes and
continue braking. If one of the wheels is about to stop rolling, the computer will separately work
the brakes at each front wheel and at both rear wheels. Page Steering In Emergencies What
should you do if this ever happens? Ease up on the accelerator pedal, steer the vehicle the way
you want it to go, and slow down. Speed limit signs near curves warn that you should adjust
your speed. Of course, the posted speeds are based on good weather and road conditions.
Page Off - Road Recovery An emergency like this requires close attention and a quick decision.
But you have to act fast, steer quickly, and just as quickly straighten the wheel once you have
avoided the object. Page Passing Passing The driver of a vehicle about to pass another on a
lane highway waits for just the right moment, accelerates, moves around the vehicle ahead,
then goes back into the right lane again. A simple maneuver? Not necessarily! Passing another
vehicle on a two highway is a potentially dangerous move, since the passing vehicle occupies
the same lane as oncoming traffic for several seconds. Page Loss Of Control Check your
mirrors, glance over your shoulder and start your left lane change signal before moving out of
the right lane to pass. When you are far enough ahead of the passed vehicle to see its front in
your inside mirror, activate your right lane change signal and move back into the right lane.
Page Off - Road Driving With Your If your vehicle starts to slide, ease your foot off the
accelerator pedal and quickly steer the way you want the vehicle to go. If you start steering
quickly enough, your vehicle may straighten out. Always be ready for a second skid if it occurs.
For example, be sure to have all necessary maintenance and service work done. Check to make
sure all underbody shields if so equipped are properly attached. Be sure you read all the
information about your four wheel drive vehicle in this manual. Page Environmental Concerns
Environmental Concerns road driving can provide wholesome and satisfying recreation.
However, it also raises environmental concerns. GM recognizes these concerns and urges
every off roader to follow these basic rules for protecting the environment: Always use
established trails, roads and areas that have been specially set aside for public off recreational
driving; Page Scanning The Terrain Controlling your vehicle is the key to successful road
driving. One of the best ways to control your vehicle is to control your speed. Here are some
things to keep in mind. At higher speeds: you approach things faster and you have less time to
scan the terrain for obstacles. Page Driving On Off-Road Hills When you drive over obstacles or
rough terrain, keep a firm grip on the steering wheel. When you drive over bumps, rocks, or
other obstacles, your wheels can leave the ground. Steepness can be hard to judge. On a very

small hill, for example, there may be a smooth, constant incline with only a small change in
elevation where you can easily see all the way to the top. You could lose traction, slide
sideways, and possibly roll over. You could be seriously injured or killed. When driving up hills,
always try to go straight up. Ease up on your speed as you approach the top of the hill. With the
brake pedal pressed and the parking brake still applied, shift the transmission to PARK P or,
shift to neutral if your vehicle has a manual transmission and restart the engine. Will I be able to
maintain vehicle control? Hard packed dirt? Are there hidden surface obstacles? Is there a
hidden Stop your vehicle by applying the regular brakes. Apply the parking brake. Shift to PARK
P or to neutral with the manual transmission and, while still braking, restart the engine. Loose
gravel, muddy spots, or even wet grass can cause your tires to slip sideways, downhill. If the
vehicle slips sideways, it can hit something that will trip it a rock, a rut, etc. Hidden obstacles
can make the steepness of the incline even worse. If the vehicle rolls over, you could be
crushed or killed. Always get out on the uphill high side of the vehicle and stay well clear of the
rollover path. Page Driving In Water Hard packed snow and ice offer the worst tire traction. On
wet ice, for example, the traction is so poor that you will have difficulty accelerating. And if you
do get moving, poor steering and difficult braking can cause you to slide out of control. These
accumulations can be a fire hazard. After operation in mud or sand, have the brake linings
cleaned and checked. These substances can cause glazing and uneven braking. Page Here are
some tips on night driving. Drive defensively. Adjust your inside rearview mirror to reduce the
glare from headlamps behind you. Page Driving too fast through large water puddles or even
going through some car washes can cause problems, too. The water may affect your brakes.
Try to avoid puddles. Never drive through water that is slightly lower than the underbody of
your vehicle. Page City Driving City Driving One of the biggest problems with city streets is the
amount of traffic on them. Page Freeway Driving Freeway Driving Mile for mile, freeways also
called thruways, parkways, expressways, turnpikes or superhighways are the safest of all
roads. But they have their own special rules. The most important advice on freeway driving is:
Keep up with traffic and keep to the right. Drive at the same speed most of the other drivers are
driving. Expect to move slightly slower at night. When you want to leave the freeway, move to
the proper lane well in advance. If you miss your exit, do not, under any circumstances, stop
and back up. Or is it just plain falling asleep at the wheel? Call it highway hypnosis, lack of
awareness, or whatever. There is something about an easy stretch of road with the same
scenery, along with the hum of the tires on the road, the drone of the engine, and the rush of the
wind against the vehicle that can make you sleepy. Keep your vehicle in good shape. Check all
fluid levels and also the brakes, tires, cooling system and transmission. Page Winter Driving
Know how to go uphill. You may want to shift down to a lower gear. The lower gears help cool
your engine and transmission, and you can climb the hill better. Stay in your own lane when
driving on two roads in hills or mountains. Page Driving On Snow Or Ice Include an ice scraper,
a small brush or broom, a supply of windshield washer fluid, a rag, some winter outer clothing,
a small shovel, a flashlight, a red cloth and reflective warning triangles. And, if you will be
driving under severe conditions, include a small bag of sand, a piece of old carpet or a couple
of burlap bags to help provide traction. Page Accelerate gently. Try not to break the fragile
traction. If you accelerate too fast, the drive wheels will spin and polish the surface under the
tires even more. Put on extra clothing or wrap a blanket around you. If you have no blankets or
extra clothing, make body insulators from newspapers, burlap bags, rags, floor mats anything
you can wrap around yourself or tuck under your clothing to keep warm. Page Recreational
Vehicle Towing Then, shut the engine off and close the window almost all the way to preserve
the heat. Start the engine again and repeat this only when you feel really uncomfortable from
the cold. But do it as little as possible. Preserve the fuel as long as you can. Your transmission
has no provision for internal lubrication while being towed. To properly tow your vehicle, it
should be placed on a platform trailer with all four wheels off the ground. Be sure to replace the
fuse when you reach your destination. The label shows the size of your original tires and the
inflation pressures needed to obtain the gross weight capacity of your vehicle. If you do, parts
on your vehicle can break, and it can change the way your vehicle handles. These could cause
you to lose control and crash. This is the maximum load capacity that your vehicle can carry. If
you are using E85 ethanol fuel the maximum payload should not exceed lbs kg. Be sure to
include the weight of the occupants as part of your load. It will tell you if your vehicle can carry
a slide in camper, how much of a load your vehicle can carry, and how to correctly spread out
your load. Page Here is an example of proper truck and camper match: A. Camper Center of
Gravity B. Campers can only be installed in a long box pickup. To pull a trailer correctly, follow
the advice in this part, and see your dealer for important information about towing a trailer with
your vehicle. There are many different laws, including speed limit restrictions, having to do with
trailering. Page The following chart shows how much your trailer can weigh, based upon your

vehicle model and options. Page 4WD Extended Cab 4. Page Weight Of The Trailer Tongue You
can ask your dealer for our trailering information or advice, or you can write us at the address
listed in your Warranty and Owner Assistance Information Booklet. Backing Up Hold the bottom
of the steering wheel with one hand. Then, to move the trailer to the left, just move that hand to
the left. Page Maintenance When Trailer Towing 4. Reapply the regular brakes. They also let
police know you have a problem. Your front and rear turn signal lamps will flash on and off. The
hazard warning flasher button is located on the top of the steering column. Page Other Warning
Devices Other Warning Devices If you carry reflective triangles, you can set one up at the side
of the road about feet m behind your vehicle. Jump Starting If your battery has run down, you
may want to use another vehicle and some jumper cables to start your vehicle. Page 2. Keep
your hands away from moving parts once the engine is running. If they do, you could get a
shock. The vehicles could be damaged too. Page 8. Now connect the black negative negative
the good battery. Use a remote negative terminal if the vehicle has one. The other end of the
negative go to the dead battery. Good Battery C. Dead Battery To disconnect the jumper cables
from both vehicles, do the following: 1. Disconnect the black negative vehicle that had the dead
battery. Disconnect the black negative vehicle with the good battery. Stay away from the engine
if you see or hear steam coming from it. Sometimes the engine can get a little too hot when you:
Climb a long hill on a hot day. Stop after high speed driving. Coolant Recovery Tank B. Radiator
Pressure Cap C. The vehicle should be parked on a level surface. If you do, you can be burned.
If you run the engine, it could lose all coolant. That could cause an engine fire, and you could be
burned. Coolant contains ethylene glycol and it will burn if the engine parts are hot enough.
When the coolant in the coolant recovery tank is at the ADD mark, start your vehicle. You can
remove the radiator pressure cap when the cooling system, including the radiator pressure cap
and upper radiator hose, is no longer hot. Turn the pressure cap slowly counterclockwise until
it first stops. If you hear a hiss, wait for that to stop. Fill the radiator with the proper DEX coolant
mixture, up to the base of the filler neck. COOL 4. Then fill the coolant recovery tank to the ADD
mark. Page 6. Start the engine and let it run until you can feel the upper radiator hose getting
hot. Watch out for the engine cooling fan. By this time, the coolant level inside the radiator filler
neck may be lower. When the clutch is engaged, the fan spins faster to provide more air to cool
the engine. In most everyday driving conditions the clutch is not engaged. This improves fuel
economy and reduces fan noise. Turn on your hazard warning flashers. The vehicle can slip off
the jack and roll over you or other people. Insert the chisel end of the wheel wrench, on an
angle, into the hole in the rear bumper. Be sure the chisel end of the wheel wrench connects
into the hoist shaft. Turn the wheel wrench counterclockwise to lower the spare tire. Page
Removing Wheel Covers Removing Wheel Covers Position the bent end of your hub cap
removal tool shown , or the chisel end of your wheel wrench, in the notch of the hub cap and
pry off the hub cap. Some of the molded plastic hub caps have imitation wheel nuts molded into
them. Using the wheel wrench, loosen all the wheel nuts. Turn the jack handle clockwise slightly
to raise the jack lift head. Fit the jack into the appropriate hole nearest the flat tire. If the vehicle
slips off the jack, you could be badly injured or killed. Never get under a vehicle when it is
supported only by a jack. Remove any rust or dirt from the wheel bolts, mounting surfaces and
spare wheel. The wheel could come off and cause an accident. Page Use the wrench to tighten
the wheel nuts firmly in a crisscross sequence as shown. Lower the vehicle by turning the jack
handle counterclockwise. Lower the jack completely. This could lead to an accident. Be sure to
use the correct wheel nuts. If you have to replace them, be sure to get new GM original
equipment wheel nuts. Page Follow this diagram to store the underbody mounted spare. Wheel
Wrench E. Tire B. Hoist Assembly F. Valve Stem Pointed Down C. Retainer G. Lower D. Spring
H. Raise 1. Put the tire on the ground at the rear of the vehicle, with the valve stem pointed
down and to the rear. Page 5. Make sure the tire is stored securely. Push, pull, and then try to
rotate or turn the tire. If the tire moves, use the wheel wrench to tighten the cable. Return the
jack, wheel wrench and wheel blocks to the proper location behind the seat. Bolt B. Cover
Regular and Crew Cab C. Cover Extended Cab Compact Spare Tire If Equipped Although the
compact spare tire was fully inflated when your vehicle was new, it can lose air after a time.
Check the inflation pressure regularly. It should be 60 psi kPa. Keep your spare tire and its
wheel together. Using them can damage your vehicle and can damage the chains too. If you
spin the wheels too fast while shifting your transmission back and forth, you can destroy your
transmission. Always pull the vehicle straight out. Never pull on the hooks at a sideways angle.
The hooks could break off and you or others could be injured from the chain or cable snapping
back. Page Section 6 Service and Appearance Care Here you will find information about the care
of your vehicle. This section begins with service and fuel information, and then it shows how to
check important fluid and lubricant levels. There is also technical information about your
vehicle, and a part devoted to its appearance care. Be sure you have sufficient knowledge,

experience, the proper replacement parts and tools before you attempt any vehicle maintenance
task. Gasolines meeting these specifications could provide improved driveability and emission
control system performance compared to other gasolines. Page Fuels containing MMT can
reduce the life of spark plugs and the performance of the emission control system may be
affected. The malfunction indicator lamp may turn on. If this occurs, return to your authorized
GM dealer for service. To provide cleaner air, all gasolines in the United States are now required
to contain additives that will help prevent engine and fuel system deposits from forming,
allowing your emission control system to work properly. Page To insure quick starts in the
wintertime, the E must be formulated properly for your climate according to ASTM specification
D If you have trouble starting on E 85, it may be because your E not properly formulated for
your climate. If this happens, switching to gasoline or adding gasoline to your fuel tank may
improve starting. Never use leaded gasoline or any other fuel not recommended in the previous
text on fuel. Page To remove the fuel cap, turn it slowly to the left counterclockwise. The fuel
cap has a spring in it; if you let go of the cap too soon, it will spring back to the right. Static
electricity discharge from the container can ignite the gasoline vapor. You can be badly burned
and your vehicle damaged if this occurs. Page Hood Release To open the hood, do the
following: 1. Pull the handle located inside the vehicle on the lower left side of the instrument
panel. Lift the hood. Release the hood prop from its retainer and put the hood prop into the slot
in the hood Battery B. Coolant Recovery Tank C. Automatic Transmission Dipstick D. Power
Steering Reservoir F. Brake Master Cylinder G. Engine Oil Dipstick D. Engine Oil Fill E. Power
Steering Reservoir G. Brake Master Cylinder Reservoir H. In order to get an accurate reading,
the oil must be warm and the vehicle must be on level ground. Page When To Add Engine Oil
Pull out the dipstick and clean it with a paper towel or cloth, then push it back in all the way.
Remove it again, keeping the tip down, and check the level. Do not use any oil which does not
carry this starburst symbol. These numbers on an oil container show its viscosity, or thickness.
If any one of these is true for your vehicle, then you need to change your oil and filter every 3,
miles 5 km or 3 months occurs first. Remove the fasteners that hold the cover on. The air
cleaner not only cleans the air, it stops flame if the engine backfires. Page How To Check How
to Check Because this operation can be a little difficult, you may choose to have this done at
the dealership service department. If you do it yourself, be sure to follow all the instructions
here, or you could get a false reading on the dipstick. Page Checking the Fluid Level Prepare
your vehicle as follows: Park your vehicle on a level place. Keep the engine running. With your
foot on the brake pedal, move the shift lever through each gear range, pausing for about three
seconds in each range. Add fluid only after checking the transmission fluid while it is hot. A
cold check is used only as a reference. If the fluid level is low, add only enough of the proper
fluid to bring the level up to the HOT area for a hot check. How to Check Because this operation
can be a little difficult, you may choose to have this done at your GM dealership service
department. Refer to the Maintenance Schedule to determine what kind of fluid to use. Remove
the filler plug. Add fluid at the filler plug hole. Add only enough fluid to bring the fluid level up to
the bottom of the filler plug hole. See the instructions on the reservoir cap. However, there are
two additional systems that need lubrication. This coolant is designed to remain in your vehicle
for 5 years or , miles km , whichever occurs first, if you add only COOL R extended life coolant.
The vehicle must be on a level surface. When your engine is cold, the coolant level should be at
ADD, or a little higher. Page Radiator Pressure Cap Add coolant mixture at the recovery tank,
but be careful not to spill it. Coolant contains ethylene glycol, and it will burn if the engine parts
are hot enough. When to Check Power Steering Fluid It is not necessary to regularly check
power steering fluid unless you suspect there is a leak in the system or you hear an unusual
noise. If you will be operating your vehicle in an area where the temperature may fall below
freezing, use a fluid that has sufficient protection against freezing. There are only two reasons
why the brake fluid level in the reservoir might go down. The first is that the brake fluid goes
down to an acceptable level during normal brake lining wear. Page Checking Brake Fluid You
can check the brake fluid without taking off the cap. Just look at the brake fluid reservoir. The
fluid level should be above MIN. Some driving conditions or climates may cause a brake squeal
when the brakes are first applied or lightly applied. This does not mean something is wrong with
your brakes. Properly torqued wheel nuts are necessary to help prevent brake pulsation. Page
Vehicle Storage When you replace parts of your braking system example, when your brake
linings wear down and you need new ones put in be sure you get new approved GM
replacement parts. For example, if someone puts in brake linings that are wrong for your
vehicle, the balance between your front and rear brakes can change Turn the bulb assembly
counterclockwise to remove it from the headlamp assembly. Put the new bulb into the bulb
assembly and reinstall it in the headlamp assembly by turning it clockwise until it is tight. Plug
in the electrical connector. Locate the locking tabs on the assembly. Squeeze the tabs together

and push that end of the assembly out while holding the tabs. Page Center High-Mounted
Stoplamp 1. Remove the lens retaining screws. Remove the lens. Remove the bulb. Install a new
bulb. Reinstall the lens and tighten the screws. Page Taillamps 1. Open the tailgate. Remove the
screws from the lamp assembly near the tailgate latch. Pull the assembly away from the pickup
side panel. Turn the socket counterclockwise to remove it. Push the tab in while you turn the
socket. Page Windshield Wiper Blade Replacement Windshield Wiper Blade Replacement
Windshield wiper blades should be inspected at least twice a year for wear and cracking.
Replacement blades come in different types and are removed in different ways. Page 4. To
install the new wiper insert, slide the insert D , notched end last, into the end with two blade
claws A. Slide the insert all the way through the blade claws at the opposite end B. The plastic
caps C will be forced off as the insert is fully inserted. Page Tires Your new vehicle comes with
high a leading tire manufacturer. If you ever have questions about your tire warranty and where
to obtain service, see your GM Warranty booklet for details. Any time you notice unusual wear,
rotate your tires as soon as possible and check wheel alignment. Also check for damaged tires
or wheels. When you get new tires, get ones with that same TPC Spec number. Page Uniform
Tire Quality Grading Uniform Tire Quality Grading Quality grades can be found where applicable
on the tire sidewall between tread shoulder and maximum section width. Sustained high
temperature can cause the material of the tire to degenerate and reduce tire life, and excessive
temperature can lead to sudden tire failure. Page Each new wheel should have the same load
capacity, diameter, width, offset and be mounted the same way as the one it replaces. If you
need to replace any of your wheels, wheel bolts or wheel nuts, replace them only with new GM
original equipment parts. Tire chains used on a vehicle without the proper amount of clearance
can cause damage to the brakes, suspension or other vehicle parts. Some are toxic. Others can
burst into flame if you strike a match or get them on a hot part of the vehicle. Some are
dangerous if you breathe their fumes in a closed space. Page Special Fabric Cleaning Problems
Here are some cleaning tips: Always read the instructions on the cleaner label. Clean up stains
as soon as you can Carefully scrape off any excess stain. Use a clean cloth or sponge, and
change to a clean area often. A soft brush may be used if stains are stubborn. Rub with a clean,
damp cloth to remove dirt. You may have to do it more than once. If you do, it may severely
weaken them. In a crash, they might not be able to provide adequate protection. Clean safety
belts only with mild soap and lukewarm water. Page Cleaning The Outside Of Your Vehicle
Cleaning the Outside of the Windshield and Wiper Blades If the windshield is not clear after
using the windshield washer, or if the wiper blade chatters when running, wax, sap or other
material may be on the blade or windshield. Clean the outside of the windshield with a full glass
cleaning liquid. Washing with water is all that is usually needed. However, you may use chrome
polish on chrome or stainless steel trim, if necessary. Use special care with aluminum trim. To
avoid damaging protective trim, never use auto or chrome polish, steam or caustic soap to
clean aluminum. Page Chemical Paint Spotting Finish Damage Any stone chips, fractures or
deep scratches in the finish should be repaired right away. Bare metal will corrode quickly and
may develop into a major repair expense. Minor chips and scratches can be repaired with touch
materials available from your dealer or other service outlets. You can see it if you look through
the windshield from outside your vehicle. Some add on electrical equipment can keep other
components from working as they should. Page Fuses And Circuit Breakers Fuses and Circuit
Breakers The wiring circuits in your vehicle are protected from short circuits by a combination
of fuses and circuit breakers. This greatly reduces the chance of fires caused by electrical
problems. Look at the silver colored band inside the fuse. If the band is broken or melted,
replace the fuse. Differential Fluid Rear Axle Front Axle. Page Normal Maintenance Replacement
Parts Normal Maintenance Replacement Parts Replacement part numbers listed in this section
are based on the latest information available at the time of printing and are subject to change. If
a part listed in this manual is not the same as the part used in your vehicle when it was built, or
if you have any questions, please contact your GM dealer. Page Section 7 Maintenance
Schedule This section covers the maintenance required for your vehicle. Your vehicle needs
these services to retain its safety, dependability and emission control performance. The Plan
supplements your new vehicle warranties. See your Warranty and Owner Assistance booklet or
your dealer for details. Introduction Your Vehicle and the Environment Proper vehicle
maintenance not only helps to keep your vehicle in good working condition, but also helps the
environment. You may drive very short distances only a few times a week. Or you may drive
long distances all the time in very hot, dusty weather. This is particularly important when
outside temperatures are below freezing. Most trips include extensive idling such as frequent
driving in stop go traffic. Spark Plug Replacement. Chassis Lubrication or every 12 months,
whichever occurs first. Drive Axle Service. Tire Rotation. Every 15, Miles 25 km : Automatic
Transmission Service severe conditions only. The services shown at , miles km should be

repeated at the same interval after , miles km for the life of this vehicle. An Emission Control
Service. Lubricate chassis components or every 3 months, whichever occurs first. See footnote.
Check constant velocity joints and axle seals for leaking. Inspect engine air cleaner filter if you
are driving in dusty conditions. Replace filter if necessary. Rotate tires. Change automatic
transmission fluid and filter if the vehicle is mainly driven under one or more of these
conditions: â€” For Two Wheel Drive vehicles only: Clean and repack the front wheel bearings
or at each brake relining, whichever occurs first. See footnote Replace engine air cleaner filter.
Replace spark plugs. Lubricate chassis components or every 12 months, whichever occurs
first. Page Part B: Owner Checks And Services Part B: Owner Checks and Services Listed in
this part are owner checks and services which should be performed at the intervals specified to
help ensure the safety, dependability and emission control performance of your vehicle. Be sure
any necessary repairs are completed at once. Whenever any fluids or lubricants are added to
your vehicle, make sure they are the proper ones, as shown in Part D. Look for any other loose
or damaged safety belt system parts. If you see anything that might keep a safety belt system
from doing its job, have it repaired. Page Manual Transmission Check Check the transmission
fluid level; add if needed. Check for leaks. A fluid leak is the only reason for fluid loss. Have the
system inspected and repaired if needed. Automatic Transmission Check Check the
transmission fluid level; If it does, you or others could be injured. Follow the steps below.
Before you start, be sure you have enough room around the vehicle. You or others could be
injured and property could be damaged. Make sure there is room in front of your vehicle in case
it begins to roll. Page Part C: Periodic Maintenance Inspections Part C: Periodic Maintenance
Inspections Listed in this part are inspections and services which should be performed at least
twice a year for instance, each spring and fall. Engine Cooling System Inspection Inspect the
hoses and have them replaced if they are cracked, swollen or deteriorated. Inspect all pipes,
fittings and clamps; replace as needed. Clean the outside of the radiator and air conditioning
condenser. Page Part E: Maintenance Record Part E: Maintenance Record After the scheduled
services are performed, record the date, odometer reading and who performed the service in the
boxes provided after the maintenance interval. Also, you should retain all maintenance receipts.
Your owner information portfolio is a convenient place to store them. Page Section 8 Customer
Assistance Information Here you will find out how to contact Chevrolet if you need assistance.
This section also tells you how to obtain service publications and how to report any safety
defects. Page Customer Satisfaction Procedure Customer Satisfaction Procedure Your
satisfaction and goodwill are important to your dealer and to Chevrolet. Sometimes, however,
despite the best intentions of all concerned, misunderstandings can occur. Page STEP TWO -- If
after contacting a member of dealership management, it appears your concern cannot be
resolved by the dealership without further help, contact the Chevrolet Customer Assistance
Center by calling As the owner of a Chevrolet, membership in Roadside Assistance is free.
Roadside Assistance is available 24 hours a day, Please see your selling dealer for details.
Courtesy Care is available to retail and retail lease Courtesy Transportation Chevrolet has
always exemplified quality and value in its offering of motor vehicles. To enhance your
ownership experience, we and our participating dealers are proud to offer Courtesy
Transportation, a customer support program for new vehicles. Page Transportation Options
Transportation Options Warranty service can generally be completed while you wait. However, if
you are unable to wait Chevrolet helps minimize your inconvenience by providing several
transportation options. Depending on the circumstances, Page Warranty Information Courtesy
Transportation is available only at participating dealers and all program options, such as shuttle
service, may not be available at every dealer. Please contact your dealer for specific information
about availability. All Courtesy Transportation arrangements will be administered by
appropriate dealer personnel. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.
Removing the transmission from a Chevrolet S10 truck for replacement or repair requires the
use of a transmission jack or cradle, which can be obtained from auto parts stores. Whether
manual or automatic, removal of the transmission follows largely the same procedure. It
involves removal of several parts to obtain clearance, then simply unbolting the transmission
from the engine and lowering it to the ground. Disconnect the battery from the truck, then jack
up the truck and support it on jack stands. Disconnect the parking brake cable, as well as the
exhaust pipe, to allow for clearance to remove the transmission. Remove the gear shift lever of
manual transmission trucks by first removing the gear shift knob, then sliding the shifter boot
off the shifter. The boot is held in place with retaining screws which can be accessed by pulling
up the edge of the interior carpet near the shift boot. Trucks with automatic column-shift
transmissions require removal of the shifter cable from the transmission housing underneath
the truck. This is accomplished by unbolting it from the transmission housing. Support the

transmission with the transmission jack, then unbolt the transmission from the engine of the
truck. On the S10, there is a hanger which holds the catalytic converter in place on the
transmission. Remove this hanger. Unbolt the transmission supports from the underside of the
truck, then slightly raise up on the transmission with the transmission jack. This will provide
clearance to remove the transmission support cross member. Unbolt the cross member from
the frame and set it aside. Unbolt the drive shaft from the transmission knuckle. Check to be
certain that all wiring is disconnected from the transmission, then pull the transmission jack
toward the back of the truck to disengage the transmission input shaft from the engine. Lower
the transmission slowly to the ground and then pull it out from under the truck. Don Kress
began writing professionally in , specializing in automotive technology for various websites. An
Automotive Service Excellence ASE certified technician since , he has worked as a painter and
currently owns his own automotive service business in Georgia. Kress attended the University
of Akron, Ohio, earning an associate degree in business management in Step 1 Disconnect the
battery from the truck, then jack up the truck and support it on jack stands. Step 2 Remove the
gear shift lever of manual transmission trucks by first removing the gear shift knob, then sliding
the shifter boot off the shifter. Step 3 Support the transmission with the transmission jack, then
unbolt the transmission from the engine of the truck. Step 4 Unbolt the transmission supports
from the underside of the truck, then slightly raise up on the transmission with the transmission
jack. Automotive hand tools Transmission jack Automotive jack Jack stands. Avoid attempting
to remove the transmission of the truck without the assistance of a transmission jack. Being
basically a businessman rather than an engineer, before leaving General Motors, Durant took
with him a promising and interesting development of the car, on improvement of which he
invited to work the popular racer Louis Chevrolet, who gave the new company his famous
sonorous name. The first model, the Classic Six, is a spacious five-seat sedan with a
six-cylinder engine with a capacity of 30 horsepower, with electric lighting, four doors, a
convertible top, a windshield, and in addition, a personal set of tools, was introduced in But the
first models of success did not have, since the price was very high. For example, the then
popular Ford-T cost five times cheaper. William Durant realized that the key to success lies not
in the luxury of the car, but in its simplicity and cheapness. He moved away from the production
of chic models and began the production of inexpensive 4-cylinder machines â€” an open
passenger car Baby Grand and a sports Royal Mail. It was on these models that in the first time
the famous Chevrolet logo appeared â€” a bow tie. In Chevrolet was created on their base this
was its original price , which brought the company a great reputation. These cheap, but reliable
cars have become as popular as the Ford. It was with the th model that the specialization of
Chevrolet began on the cheapest and simple cars that brought it worldwide fame. In , the
company has its own engine, a V-shaped 8-cylinder, but at that time it did not find enough
demand. Dynamic, diverse and well-sold Chevrolet models brought financial success to Durant
who managed to regain control over General Motors and in joined the company Chevrolet,
whose products for many years became an ornament of the production range of the
corporation. Engineers and designers of Chevrolet have done a lot for the development of the
world automotive industry. In this department in the first car equipped with an air-cooled engine
was produced. In , Chevrolet produces the first Corvette Corvette car with a fiberglass body,
which is regarded as the first attempt to create a purely American sports car equipped with a
modernized Chevrolet engine with a working volume of 3. In addition, the old automatic
transmission was replaced by a mechanical one. In , there were new all-wheel drive off-road
vehicles Blazer and Suburban, and in , Blazer released a new design. Now the famous branch of
GM â€” Chevrolet produces dozens of models of cars of any class and type in many countries.
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Non-necessary. Now eight years old that's, like, 80 in people years , the Chevy S is in desperate
need of a redesign. That's coming, and soon. But for now, this middling edition is on sale. Like
most of today's compact trucks, Chevrolet's S-Series offers the practicality of a pickup with a
smaller, more manageable size that makes it a viable small car alternative. With three body
styles, two trim levels and two different engines and transmissions, the S is sure to be sold in a
combination that will work for you. Two-wheel-drive Ss come in either regular or extended-cab
body styles. The standard engine is a 2. If a four-wheel drive S is your preference, you can
choose between an extended or crew cab body style. The standard engine on these models is a
4. A five-speed manual transmission is standard on extended cabs, while the four-speed
automatic comes standard on crew cabs and optional on extended cabs. The 4. The S comes in
two trim levels: base and LS. Upgrading to the LS trim level will add full carpeting, dual power
outlets, deluxe cloth upholstery, an upgraded stereo system, as well as additional optional
features not available on base models. If you want an S with a little more attitude, check out the
ZR2 or Xtreme options packages. The ZR2 turns an extended cab 4x4 into a serious off-road
machine with a wide stance suspension, 3-inch-taller ride height, Bilstein gas pressurized
shocks and inch off-road tires. On the other end of the spectrum is the Xtreme package
available on both regular and extended-cab 2WD Ss. This package drops the truck 2 inches,
adds ground effects, a quick ratio steering box, Bilstein shocks and optional full-length stripes
for the ultimate street machine look. All Ss feature a full complement of easy-to-read gauges,
but the upright dashboard is constructed of cheap- and brittle-looking plastic. Despite a
low-height windshield, visibility is excellent, aided by huge side mirrors. This year,
extended-cab models get a standard third door for easier access to the rear seats. Although
there are two jump seats in back, space is limited, so rear passengers will be comfortable for
short trips only. Like many Chevrolets, the S is loaded with value once price is taken into
account, and with so many configurations to choose from, you're likely to find a pickup that
suits your needs and wants. While we're not thrilled with its low-buck interior, especially
compared to its main competitor, the Ford Ranger, the S does have a commanding exterior
presence in either ZR2 or Xtreme form that's sure to turn some heads. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet S Is it better to lease
or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet
S lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Spotty build quality, inferior-grade interior trim, low seating
positions, poor crash-test scores. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Additional standard features are added to the S for
including a tachometer, air conditioning and a third door for extended-cab models. Vehicles
sold in Northern states also get the Cold Weather package as standard equipment. Read more.
Write a review See all 90 reviews. Best small truck money can buy. My friends and I have owned
s10's since we were old enough to drive. Since that time it has towed my boats, pulled trucks 3
times its size off the beach, been loaded with lbs of concrete blocks for home improvement
projects, spent a good deal of time off roading in the hills of KY, and all the while took me an
additional 72, miles. I have now passed the truck to my brother who uses it every day. I can't
say enough good things about it. It is completely bulletproof. There is a good reason you see so
many of these things on the road to this day. There is nothing on the road today that posesses
the rugged simplicity of the S Read less. Great truck great price. I bought this truck new and
have , on it. I have not put anything into it except the ABS brakes had a problem and I put new
rotors and sensors on. That is it besides tires and oil changes and I did change the serpentine
belt because it was nine years old not because it was shot. For the average Joe to haul things
around and get from point a to b this truck is great. I get 27 MPG with gasoline and 21 with E I
will sell this truck but I will be sad to see it go. Best Truck I've Owned Yet. Yes, it is great to

drive, and own. After a few full size trucks and very poor mileage , I was looking for a smaller,
more practical family vehicle, and still wanted a truck. My wife has a '98 Astro Van with the 4.
The S Crew Cab was one of my first choices. Great power, loaded with every possible option. I
get MPG in town, and on the highway. Awesome deal as I bought this slightly used lease return
10, miles on it , so the deal was great as well! I will keep this one a while. Has plenty of room for
family and a fun truck that I can use to haul things around in. I put a fiberglass topper on it,
looks like a Tahoe! The Little Truck Keeps Working! The Chevy S10 is an amazing truck! I can
always count on it to do its job every day with no complaints! Here in Miami the city is tough on
vehicles and I use my Chevy S10 to make it through the city. It handles potholes and bumps
very well. No matter what task I throw at it, it seems to handle it well! This is a very durable
truck! Maintenance is low cost repairs are easy parts are readily available and there are many
customization options including stereos, push bars, campers you name it it's available! Gas
mileage is very nice with the 4 cylinder stick. As a 6 foot tall guy I find it comfortable even after
miles of driving. I expect my to last many more years with basic maintenance. See all 90 reviews
of the Used Chevrolet S Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the S Sign Up. This manual is specific
to a Chevrolet S RepairSurge is compatible with any internet-enabled computer, laptop,
smartphone or tablet device. It is very easy to use and support is always free. We wish we could
just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our publishing agreement with the auto
manufacturers prevents this. We know this sounds crazy. It's a stupid rule in our opinion, but
they authorize our manuals and that's what their lawyers require. Here are some of the
comments we have received from users of RepairSurge. These customers have agreed to allow
us to publicly display their testimonials. We know buying anything online is a risk. Once again,
we wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our publishing
agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We'll get you the repair information you
need, every time, or your money back. Manufacturer: Chevrolet. Model: S Production Year: Step
by Step Instructions. Comprehensive Diagrams. Diagnostic Procedures. Wiring Diagrams. Here
is what you'll get. Step-by-step factory recommended repair instructions. Unlimited access to
personal support reps who are always available to assist you. We can answer your questions
about using the software or help you find the specific information you need for your Chevrolet S
Free real-time updates! Your manual is updated with revised information as soon as it is
released. Access on your terms. Unlimited access to your Chevrolet S10 manual on a yearly
basis. We'll get you the repair information you need, every time, or we'll refund your purchase in
full. Can I see what the manual looks like? See our guarantee below. You are protected in case
the manual turns out to not be what you need. What Satisfied Mechanics Are Saying. Exactly as
advertised, quick and easy transaction. Get Your Manual. Your satisfaction is guaranteed and
your online transaction is protected by safe and secure SSL encryption technology. All this
technology, however, has left safety manuals behind. Because people use their phones, tablets,
and computers to access them. Many of these older manuals were printed on paper, but the
internet makes printing these manuals less cost-effective and they can be lost forever. Now
there are online manuals, as well. These manuals are not only available online, but in PDF
format so that they can be easily downloaded from a website. One of the downsides to having
an online manual is that you have to pay for everyone that you download, so if you have a large
number of manuals you will find that you will need to purchase several times as many manuals
as you already have in print. Not everyone is familiar with the maintenance and repair of their
car. If you are like many people, you have a mechanic on your side. Of course, not everyone is
willing to invest in a book or two so it might be a good idea to check in with
taurus car 2003
2001 honda civic owner manual
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a local mechanic to see if they will loan you a couple of books for your car maintenance needs.
A lot of mechanics have their own online manuals for their own customers, but there are also
manuals available for a fee online that you might consider borrowing. Finally, you could also
look into purchasing a user manual. This is something that people used to do when they first
bought their first car. Buying a manual from a previous owner was like getting a new car, except
that it costs you the same amount of money as a new car does. Used manuals might not be
nearly as old as a new manual, but they will still be pretty old and you can always borrow a few
from friends and family, who have plenty of knowledge in the maintenance of cars to share.
Also, have a look at a website that sells a wide variety of different manuals so that you can get
one for any car. You may find that by investing a little bit of time, effort, and money, you will find

the information that you need quickly and easily.

